
Hello delegates,

We know this will be the first time that most of you will be participating in a crisis committee, so
we have created an outline of what the committee will look like and how it is different from the
Model UN you are probably used to.

Before we get to that, a few things need to be clarified. First and foremost, don’t be confused by
the adjective “Historical.” While the crisis committee will be set in the past, that is about the only
history you are bound to. Your main objective representing a character is achieving the best
outcome for said character. That means you are unbounded from your character’s historical
actions. You may utilize your resources as you see fit, just as long as the powers you use are
powers your character actually had (i.e. Otto Von Bismarck may not simply say Britain declares
war on France, though during committee, he may cozy up to some British politicians and get
them to write a crisis directive — more on that later — in which Britain allies with Germany).

Similarities:
● P-rules: All the motions you should be using will be the same p-rules you’re familiar

with.

● Unmoderated Caucus: A good ol’ P-27 motion for an unmod of __ amount of time is
still the primary method of allowing delegates the time to directly interact with each other
in crisis.

Differences:
● Crisis Notes: You as a character have the ability to do whatever you want within reason

through this unique tool. A crisis note is basically an email you send to your chairs
requesting to perform a certain action. Your chairs will then evaluate your request and
then either allow, deny, or modify it.

○ Attached below are examples of what crisis notes should look like — for context,
this committee was a historical crisis during the Arab Spring and the delegate
was representing [the UN ambassador of] Iraq.



- Note that detail and creativity will be your best friends!



● Crisis Directives: Virtually a crisis note shared between multiple delegates — usually
for larger objectives that require the resources of many characters (also sent via email).

○ The below image is from the same Arab Spring scenario from the crisis note
example

○ Think of directives as the crisis equivalent of resolutions. While you will form
pseudo-blocs of characters who have deemed it necessary to advance their own
self interest, your priority will always be the betterment of yourself, and that often
means collaborating.



○ Directives are the engine of crisis. These “declarations” determine what comes
next in the story of the committee. While notes are usually personal — and may
significantly change the course of committee — directives are generally the
heavy hitters.

● Speeches: Crisis committees still have speeches, though they are quite a bit different to
standard MUN. You will be thrown directly into the crisis, though you will not know
exactly when and where until you make it to committee. Once arrived, your chairs will set
the stage for the current events, and you will have the ability to give a speech pertaining
to the topic — think of it as ad hoc.

○ Unlike standard MUN, you don’t necessarily need to discuss your goals and how
you aim to achieve them — since it could spoil your nefarious intentions —
although, if you want to stick true to your character or rally others to a cause, you
may do so.

○ There are still P-23s and P-25s, though questions and comments will not
necessarily be the same as standard MUN.

● Moderated Caucuses: Normally, moderated caucuses are reserved for reading
resolutions in standard MUN; however, in a crisis committee, moderated caucuses are a
great way to allow some time for delegates to address any developments in the flow of
committee.

○ For example, in the case of the Iraq’s invasion plans of Libya during the Arab
Spring, a moderated caucus might be helpful for delegates to share their stances
on the development

○ To motion for a moderated caucus, one would rise under a “P-27 motion for a
moderated caucus of __ amount of time with __ amount of speaking time to
discuss _______________.

■ Ex. I would like to rise under a P-27 motion for a moderated caucus of 10
minutes with 1 minute speaking time to discuss the recent developments
of the Iraqi coalition’s plans to invade Libya (and yes, you may use
personal pronouns since you are taking on the role of a character).

● What this motion means is the total moderated caucus will last for
10 minutes and 10 people will be allowed to speak for 1 minute
each, and each speech must pertain to the aforementioned theme
(note: the total length of the caucus must be exactly divisible by
the speaking time).

To leave you off with something fun-ish, you have the ability to assassinate other delegates’
characters. Granted, you should only pursue this goal if it best suits your ambitions, though
chairs have been instructed to seldom allow assassinations. Remember, in crisis, your first
priority is yourself. Be prepared for scheming, conniving, and backstabbing. No one is truly your
friend or ally, but you are not bound to history. You have the ability to do anything.


